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This report was produced by Kinesso, the Marketing 

Intelligence Engine of IPG. It is designed to provide 

you with leading analysis on the state of innovation in 

marketing today. As part of this, we’ve curated a list 

of executives, academics and expert practitioners 

to share their unique perspectives on the future of 

innovation, technology and purposeful marketing.

We are living, breathing and building our culture 

of innovation through our entrepreneurship and 

accelerator program, TheEngine+. We are excited to 

share some of our findings with you.
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Welcome to the 
Innovation Report

2020 has been an immensely difficult year. So much so, that it would be 
reasonable to assume individuals and organizations would forgo innovation 
to focus on their day-to-day tasks. But, across IPG, that simply has not been 
the case. Through human ingenuity, perseverance and a strong resolve, we 
are learning – even if at first by necessity – how to more deeply connect 
and empathize with others. We are learning how to co-create, how to 

meaningfully improve people’s lives, and how to enhance ethical, people-centric marketing 
practices on a global scale. 

At IPG, innovation is deeply embedded in our culture. From the acquisition of Acxiom to the 
launches of Kinesso & Matterkind, we have never shied away from change and have come to 
embrace disruption. Last year, we launched a first-of-its-kind Digital Responsibility practice. 
In September, we launched the Developer Community, a platform allowing select partners to 
develop tools, apps and systems more efficiently. In September, we wrapped up our first year 
of TheEngine+, IPG’s internal start-up and product innovation platform, specifically designed 
to create new data, technology and marketing solutions for our clients. It is by prioritizing 
initiatives like these that we break the mold and make space for present and future innovation. 

We learned a lot along the way, and we’re excited to share some of our findings with you. While 
you read this report, I encourage you to keep a few things in mind: 

 + Fostering a culture of innovation is not accomplished in a vacuum. Innovation is born 
when individuals who make up a community share knowledge, give feedback, challenge 
and support one another. Collaboration and co-creation are essential innovation drivers. 

 + Each of you has the power to impact our business. Regardless of level or stage in your 
career, bring your ideas to the table.

 + Innovate for the greater good. If you’re innovating ethically, to help people, you will put 
yourself on a course to enact real change.

During these trying times, our community has remained goal-oriented, motivated and 
centered. It is my hope that during this time of isolation, initiatives like TheEngine+ will continue 
to spark new ways for us to innovate and grow – together. 

Enjoy, learn and continue pushing the boundaries,

 

ARUN KUMAR | Chief Data & Marketing Technology Officer, IPG
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01	 Innovation is a general term that is 
often applied very broadly – how do 

you	define	innovation?
In our business, ‘innovation’ can be defined as the development of any new 
technique, technology or solution that can be applied to grow a client’s 
business more than they could have grown it on their own. 

Innovation is fluid and it can exist in many spaces and come to life in many 
ways. At this point in time, I’ve been thinking about innovation primarily in 
two ways: 

Innovation with a purpose. In the context of COVID-19, the purpose of innovation for our 
clients has never been clearer than it is now. That purpose may be different based on how our 
clients have been impacted, but in many cases the purpose is growth. Sometimes innovation 
leads to efficiency that frees up resources for growth and sometimes innovation enables us 
to be more efficient and drive growth on behalf of our clients. Either way, innovation has to be 

INNOVATING WITH 
PURPOSE
A Conversation with Daryl Lee
Global CEO, Mediabrands
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“We’re living in a very 

competitive, evolving 

world. In this environment, 

it becomes increasingly 

important to offer growth 

consulting to our clients 

– it is growth that clients 

need. So, the big shift 

for our teams here at 

Mediabrands, will be to 

move from serving our 

clients to solving for our 

clients.”

purposeful and right now, innovation is centered on helping our clients prosper during these 
unprecedented times. 

Innovation at the intersections. In today’s complex, infinitely nuanced world, one cannot 
develop valuable ideas in a silo. Intersectionality - meaning the space where people, ideas, 
cultures, and worlds exist either in one person or space - is where purposeful and significant 
innovation is truly born. But the concept of intersectionality can be applied beyond our cultural 
or societal makeups. Now more than ever in marketing, we’re addressing the fact that each 
person’s identity exists within some sort of intersectionality. People are complex, beautiful, 
messy and the unique composition of each person – especially when working in collaboration 
with another person or set of people – is when real innovation starts to happen. 

To make this happen within our own organizations, we must focus on bringing together 
different disciplines, teams, cultures, and mindsets to come up with solutions to problems 
within our industry and on behalf of our clients. So, the “what” of innovation is applying 
techniques and technology to drive client growth. The “how” is building an open culture where 
people aren’t afraid to step out of their swim lanes and crash into each other. We must foster 
this culture of collaboration. Not just because it’s good, but because it’s good for businesses.
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Innovation that doesn’t solve a problem or doesn’t help people isn’t worth the investment 
from us or our clients. To innovate requires resources, brainpower, time, and money. To ensure 
you’re not allocating any of the aforementioned in vain, my recommendation is, and always 
has been, to innovate with a purpose. And that purpose should always be guided by one thing: 
to help people. Ultimately, innovation that doesn’t listen to people and their needs is bad. It 
sounds simple, but it’s a rule that – when applied correctly – benefits us, our clients and most 
importantly, people. 

New solutions should be brought into the world with those who will benefit or be impacted 
at the core of your work. In order to come up with not only new but effective solutions and 

products, you need to listen to people. Do the 
research, identify the gaps in your market 
and build out the idea with that foundation. If 
you follow that rule, innovation – whether it’s 
the next big breakthrough in marketing or a 
total flop – will at the very least be a valuable 
learning experience and never a waste of time. 

Because innovation is typically a creative 
solution to a problem, it’s difficult to pinpoint 
many areas in which innovation would 
be considered a bad thing. But, from the 
perspective of a media organization, there are 

02 Is	there	such	a	thing	as	‘bad’	innovation?	
Is there a business scenario in which 

things	should	remain	the	same?	

4
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emotional connection between a brand and the consumer. People’s emotional connections 
to brands can and should be considered sacred. These connections are delicate and often 
developed over years of a person interacting with an organization that they consider familiar or 
inspiring. You can’t replace those emotions with a utility or new advancement in tech because 
they’re personal and organic. What we can and should do (when necessary) is enhance 
connections and facilitate the brand-consumer relationships. Other than that, we should stay 
out of the way.

03 Agencies are increasingly serving in a 
consultative role and partnering with 

clients to fuel innovation. Can you elaborate on 
how Mediabrands assesses growth opportunities 
and	innovation	on	behalf	of	clients?	

Marketing solutions organizations such as ours have always taken signals from the 
marketplace to inform our practices. In the past, those signals were derived from research 
conducted by 3rd parties or on our own, but now we have data. The incredible thing about the 
data we have access to today, is that it provides signals beyond media consumption and can 
communicate larger consumption signals about the economy. So, what’s happened as a result 
of the pandemic, is that we’re using data in an integrated way to begin demand forecasting for 
our clients. 

It goes without saying that the pandemic has changed everything. There’s been a big shift 
in the economy towards e-commerce and we’re seeing differing effects regionally and 
categorically. For example, some categories are growing, like toys, consumer staples, and 
healthcare, while categories such as travel and dining are down. So, our big focus over the last 
few months has been to use the media signals of consumption to help our clients understand, 
predict and grow within this economy. In that way, we’re becoming growth consultants to our 
clients. 

As we move toward growth consulting and away from traditional media, we’re widening 
the lens through which we see the world. We’re simultaneously broadening and deepening 
our expertise. We’re using our deep knowledge of media signals to share new, invaluable 
information with our clients to help grow their business holistically. For example, we could 
tell a client in the dining industry which metropolitan cities or areas within those cities are 
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can pinpoint which consumers in particular 
locations are buying home goods online. 
Essentially, we can identify fast-growing, 
new growth areas that clients may not be 
seeing on their own. 

Consultancy at the Core

The key thing to remember is that 
consultancy comes from the core. You 
can’t consult about something if you aren’t 
an expert. What we really know is media. 
What media used to be is a set of research 
signals, what media is today is a set of data 
signals to which you can apply analytics 
and intelligence. If you’ve mastered that, 
you can begin to forecast demand and 
accelerate growth. At Mediabrands, we 
do this via UM’s Demand Forecaster and 
Initiative’s Accelerator – both of which 
focus on identifying High Value Audiences 
that drive growth in a client’s category. 

We’re living in a very competitive, evolving 
world. In this environment, it becomes 
increasingly important to offer growth 
consulting to our clients – it is growth that 
clients need. So, the big shift for our teams 
here at Mediabrands, will be to move from 
serving our clients to solving for our clients. 
This is how we evolve beyond traditional 
media.

That said, we still have a lot to learn. We 
have enhancements to make in media 
alignment, opportunities for innovation 
around High Value Audiences and work 
to be done on tailored plans for growth 
markets. Unfortunately, the current 
infrastructure of media delivery wasn’t 
traditionally set up for this type of work, but 
we’re consistently pushing the boundaries, 
leading our industry and getting closer to 
our goal every day.
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“If we don’t innovate, I don’t think we have a 

particularly interesting future as a business. 

But when our talent starts trying to figure out 

what’s around the corner, how we can re-invent, 

or how we can more strategically structure our 

offerings – that is when innovation happens. 

That is the kind of work that makes this business 

worth waking up for, every day.”

PHILIPPE KRAKOWSKY

Executive Vice President, Chief Operating Officer, IPG
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BUILDING A 
CULTURE OF 
INNOVATION
Graham Wilkinson, EVP, Product Innovation, Kinesso
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That statement shouldn’t come as a surprise. And while there are many 
contributing factors to business success, the ability to innovate and reinvent 
oneself over time is a core capability that keeps businesses relevant and 
competitive in an ever-changing world. The importance of innovation can be 
best understood by this particular definition (one of many):

“The carrying out of new combinations.” 

This definition, being somewhat open-ended, begs the question: Combinations of what? The 
answer is anything, really: goods, markets, services, processes, data, people, the list is as big as 
your imagination.

The fact that those combinations are infinite in their nature could prove to be either crippling or 
liberating, depending on your approach and outlook. It creates a delicate balance. In order to 
properly innovate, you must generate, select and activate new, high-potential combinations of 
“things” with significant scale and velocity. Simultaneously, you must be rigorous in your approach 
in order to create a material advantage – all without falling into many of the associated pitfalls.
The best way to do this is by embedding innovation into your business as a core capability – by 
creating a culture of innovation.

What	is	a	culture	of	innovation?

Culture is a combination of many things that define and dictate the way a society behaves. 
It encompasses the knowledge, beliefs, arts, laws, customs, capabilities and habits of the 
individuals in a given societal group or tribe. These components of culture can easily be 
translated into the context of business, innovation and society at large.

A culture of innovation is a living, breathing and iterative system of operations within a company 
– a system that requires constant care and attention. We have given careful consideration 
to exploring the important components of culture and how they may well apply to business 
innovation. We have developed a Cultural Innovation Framework that allows us to take all the 
aspects of culture and directly apply them to our people, processes, products and programs. 
Some uses of this framework include:

 + Design, development and creation of 
innovation programs 

 + Identification	of	talent	and	skills	
requirements 

 + Enablement of cross-functional and 
inter-departmental collaboration

 + Sourcing and development of external 
relationships and partnerships 

 + Fostering	a	learning-first	culture	to	fuel	
innovation 

 + Integration of art and creativity into our 
technology and data practice areas
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CULTURAL INNOVATION 
FRAMEWORK

INNOVATION VISION: Change the marketing industry permanently and for the better 
by focusing on human-centricity and continuously challenging the status-quo.

CULTURE COMPONENTS: These inner segments are the building blocks of culture, 
ensuring a balanced and comprehensive approach.

INNOVATION MEANS: The outer segments take cultural components and give 
them the means to drive innovation through everything that we do.
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BEHAVIORS – Accept and embrace uncertainty, risk and failure

Failure and innovation go hand-in-hand. If you’re not failing by venturing into the unknown, 
you’re probably not innovating. As much as data, experience and resources can be used to 
mitigate uncertainty and quell fears, they’re ultimately impossible to avoid. This does not mean 
being reckless and innovating with the expectation of failure for the sake of it – it means taking 
calculated, incremental and sophisticated risks in a direction previously unexplored. 

This can be particularly challenging with certain technology-based skillsets, like engineering, 
where structure and logic reign supreme and are used to overcome uncertainty. However, you 
have to accept that sometimes structures must be broken and logic itself can be modified for 
the purpose of innovation. 

Since fear of the unknown and of failure can be crippling, people need to become comfortable 
with both of these concepts and be shown that they can result in positive outcomes. Then and 
only then, can uncertainty and fear be used to fuel innovation.

INTERACTIONS – Discuss, challenge and share ideas

Disruptive innovation typically starts in niche markets that have very specific demands and 
exist under certain conditions. However, if you were to try to make an analogy between this 
and a small or specific team within your business, you could be mistaken.

Teams, in a business sense, are built to rally around tasks, services and products. This makes 
them excellent at iterative development, but it also makes them prone to operating within a 
bubble. Giving teams the ability to cross-pollinate their work and skillsets introduces two 
important things: diversity of thought and a hunger for feedback.

Start-ups that are considered disruptive innovators are close to their market and customers, 
allowing them to acquire a great deal of feedback and act upon it quickly. They also have 
diversity of thought imposed upon them because their very survival depends on it; they must 
listen to every idea that presents itself because it helps them to survive another day or, equally, 
be the next big thing.

This is a difficult scenario to recreate within large organizations, hence why there are so many 
stories of slow-moving businesses being disrupted by nimble start-ups. As a viable alternative, 
the focus should be placed on building diverse cross-functional teams that are open to 
collaborating and challenging each other, aimed at driving interactions conducive to innovation.
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Creating Knowledge
“New knowledge” in its purest sense, is generally the result of a researched and developed 
hypothesis created by professional scholars, PhD students or dedicated laboratories and think 
tanks. If that’s truly the case, then can businesses with limited resources only ever hope to be 
followers? Well, yes, and no.

Yes, in the sense that new breakthroughs, discoveries and methodologies may well originate 
in these types of locations; but remember that innovation is the “carrying out of new 

combinations.” So, this “new knowledge” may need to be applied to 
something else to actually become innovative or useful. This is where any 
opportunity to partner with educational institutions and start-ups should 
be taken.

These types of partnerships offer organizations access to students 
and professionals who are the current and future creators of “new 
knowledge”, providing three key business benefits. 

These relationships are mutually beneficial, preparing students for their transition into careers 
once their education concludes, and also supporting start-ups with the scale and relationships 
necessary to be successful.

These partnerships identify the 
skills and people that will be 
beneficial and necessary for the 
future of our business. 

They expose existing staff to the 
latest skills and thinking, keeping 
them engaged and driven to 
learn. 

They offer the opportunity to share our knowledge of 
the advertising world and collaborate with students or 
organizations to come up with solutions to some of our 
biggest industry challenges, using their distinct and 
unbiased perspectives.

1.

2.

3.
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External input from the likes of educational institutions is an important addition to an innovation 
program, but what is arguably more fundamental is the sharing of information internally, within 
an organization. Surprisingly, it’s quite common to discover large repositories of knowledge 
hidden within a company. This could be the result of a defensive or proprietary mindset, or 
because there is no mechanism for sharing.

It’s imperative that managers normalize knowledge-sharing across departments and teams. 
Successful teams should make a point of championing and acknowledging all those who 
contributed to that success. This practice reinforces and encourages the sharing of knowledge 
within a company. 

In addition to leading by example, forums or mechanisms should be implemented that enable 
this sharing. Those mechanisms could be technological, file libraries, communication platforms, 
among other options. They could also take the form of forums, giving staff of any level the 
ability to present their learnings to broad or targeted audiences, and be celebrated.

Acquiring Knowledge

Seeking knowledge is a worthwhile 
practice in all walks of life, but it 
is particularly beneficial to driving 
successful innovation. While not everyone 
has the time or resources to pursue 
formal, continued education whilst 
holding a full-time job, there are ways 
to incorporate learning into the very 
foundation of one’s role, rather than make 
it an addition.

Encouraging the discussion of relevant 
industry news, stories and topics has the 
impact of generating further research 
opportunities for teams. Encouraging staff 
to contribute to  a company blog provides 
cause for a deep dive into a specific topic 
while also building the profile of company 
talent. 

BELIEFS – Believe in possibility, not 

inevitability

Beliefs are exceptionally powerful. They 
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objects that blind us with their intensity. As mentioned previously, belief that failure is inevitable 
can be liberating but more commonly it has a crippling effect. This is where other components 
of culture can help us overcome obstacles:

Examples of how components of culture can help foster innovation.

The key is to believe in the ability of your colleagues and infinite possibilities that innovation 
provides.

ARTS – Embrace creativity of thought and expression

Creativity is commonly associated with artistry, but that association isn’t always accurate. 
Creativity in the context of innovation refers to an ability to be imaginative.

Within certain businesses it can be hard to shake this association with artistic output, certainly 
in companies where roles and skills are heavily reliant upon the application of logic and rules, 
such as the tech industry. These assumptions can be overcome by providing creative thinking 
training and frameworks that can be employed by all staff.

Additionally, keeping creative thinkers close to all teams means that their involvement 
in projects is constant. For example, at Kinesso, the Product Design Team sits within the 
Innovation organization for this exact reason. The involvement of designers and creatives keeps 
end-users front of mind and delivers imaginative inputs to free projects from their logic-based 
restraints.

LAWS – Define goals - don’t limit with boundaries

Innovation is not a lawless frontier. Using the start-up world as an example, businesses are 
constrained by the limits of their resources and the context of their markets. These limiting 
boundaries don’t act to discourage innovation, in fact they have the opposite effect. They focus it.

BEHAVIORS 
become comfortable 

with failure

INTERACTIONS 
collaborate to get 

past obstacles

KNOWLEDGE 
learn so that barriers 

are not insurmountable

ARTS 
think creatively to 

solve problems

LAWS 
stay focused on 

the goals to keep 
from becoming 

distracted

CUSTOMS 
inclusivity and 

diversity offer new 
perspectives

CAPABILITIES 
provide the right 
tools and skills 
to keep moving 

forward
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of the vision and at the same time work to remove rules and processes that restrict autonomy.

CUSTOMS – Create an environment where customs support innovation

Customs are patterns of behavior that foster harmony within a group. They should also be 
carefully considered when setting goals and objectives. If a law acts in direct opposition to an 
established custom, it will make meeting that objective or goal impossible.

With that in mind, careful consideration and observation has to be made to identify customs 
that already exist or are emerging, to see if they are additive to a culture of innovation. Some 
customs that encourage innovation are:

 + Seeking and giving feedback

 + Sharing challenges

 + Constant learning

 + Disseminating knowledge

 + Collaborating autonomously

 + Open communication

 + Rewarding and recognizing

When designing programs to drive a culture of innovation, these customs should be a used to 
measure program fit, both to your desired culture and the current culture.

CAPABILITIES – Curate key skills and empower their use

Your ability to innovate will be vastly increased by the capabilities at your disposal. In Research 
& Development functions, it’s absolutely necessary to hire talent that are ambidextrous or 
system thinkers. These are people who are able and willing to move around multiple projects, 
solve real problems that matter, and see them through to completion. They are also individuals 
who tend to have deep expertise in a scientific field. Essentially, they are rare.

When fostering a culture of innovation however, it’s not necessary to have all those 
components in one person; the key is to harness the collective power of the organization. 
Emphasis should be placed upon developing this flexibility of thought and skill.

This doesn’t mean that your organization should constantly be in a state of reorganization, 
but it does mean that leaders should be able to identify those who exhibit these traits and 
position them to drive and conduct innovation. For those who don’t naturally demonstrate these 
abilities, it’s crucial to build programs that gently cultivate the aforementioned skills. In addition, 
relationships with universities, start-ups, incubators and other 3rd parties should be leveraged 
to identify current and future talent needs and bring new skills into the business.
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vision

Breaking bad ones, forming new ones - 
much has been written about habits over the 
years, but how do they impact a culture of 
innovation? Well, habits tend to kick in under 
pressure or stress, or in other words, when 
culture is put to the test.

As an example, we are dedicated to a Digital 
Responsibility agenda and this can’t be 
compromised by the pressure to succeed. 
Bad habits could cause people to circumvent 
responsibility measures and processes, so 
those habits need to be identified along with 
their triggers.

Just like breaking any habit, repetition and 
planning are key to success. We have built 
Digital Responsibility into every aspect of our 
processes and structures so that it isn’t an 
option, it’s a prerequisite. Additionally, any 
actions that need to be taken to ensure digital 
responsibility are familiar, through training, 
and close to hand, through careful curation.

Any culture should be aware of their habits 
and should look to break those that detract 
and celebrate those that enable.

Building a culture of innovation 

is an ever-evolving and 

iterative process. When 

implemented correctly, it has 

the unique ability to redefine 

and transform businesses - for 

the better. 

16

https://kinesso.com/viewpoints-exclusive-the-future-of-digital-responsibility/
https://kinesso.com/viewpoints-exclusive-the-future-of-digital-responsibility/
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“Innovation is a continuous 

process and you can’t be 

afraid to take risks. You have 

to try things, some of them may fail, some of 

them may not fully work the first time, but you 

learn when you persevere and adjust. True 

innovation can’t be fully achieved in isolation – 

it’s through collaboration that we increase our 

chances of success.”

ELLEN JOHNSON

Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer, IPG
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TheEngine+ is IPG’s innovation and entrepreneurship program – think ABC’s Shark Tank, but 
specifically focused on the media, technology and marketing space. Built to foster creativity 
and innovation across Acxiom, Kinesso, and the Interpublic network as a whole, TheEngine+ 
enables talent from all levels to positively impact the future of our business by developing 
ideas for new products and solutions. Through this platform, pioneering individuals come 
together to pitch their groundbreaking idea to a panel of senior leaders across IPG who serve 
as investors and judges. The winning team receives investment and mentorship to bring their 
innovation to life! 

BRINGING OUR 
CULTURE OF 
INNOVATION TO LIFE 
THROUGH

April 2020

We officially launched TheEngine+ and opened up the applications to all Acxiom, Kinesso and 
Matterkind employees in the U.S. After narrowing the list down from over 30+ proposals, an 
Innovation Council came together to select the top five ideas. 
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The ultimate goal of TheEngine+ is to foster a culture of innovation in which employees are 
encouraged to think creatively and collaboratively in order to create new solutions. Ideally, the 
first year of TheEngine+ would have taken place in person, where we could see this culture 
of innovation come to life across the business. However, in light of the pandemic, TheEngine+ 
became a key way for us to stay connected as we worked from home. As Arun Kumar 
explained: 

 
These brilliant ideas are being brought to life with dedicated resourcing, infrastructure and 
investment. We look forward to realizing the full benefits of these innovations! 

“It would be reasonable to assume that in this crisis, 

innovation would come to a halt. But on the contrary, 

through human ingenuity we are seeing innovation in its 

purest, and most fundamental form. We are learning – 

even if at first by necessity – how to more deeply connect 

and empathize with others. The saying is ‘constraint fuels 

innovation,’ but I would take it a step further. Constraint 

and connection leads us to co-create, resulting in new 

ways to innovate and unify our teams.”

September 15th, 2020

The top five teams pitched their ideas to a panel of Investors (Ellen Johnson, EVP/CFO, IPG, 
Philippe Krakowsky, EVP/COO, IPG & Daryl Lee, Global CEO, IPG Mediabrands) in a live-

streamed, company-wide event. After much deliberation, the Investors selected one winning 
team to invest in: The Automated Audience Builder team. 

In the months leading up to ThePitch, these five teams worked to develop their proposals, 
meeting with mentors from different areas of the business to ensure they were well-prepared. 
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HOW AI CAN HELP YOU GET TO 
KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE, QUICKLY

A Conversation with TheEngine+ Winning Team

Meet Sam Haboush, Anup Badhe and Gautham Hegde – the creators of The Audience Intelligence 

Engine and the winners of the first-ever TheEngine+ competition. This forward-thinking team - 

comprised of three global Kinesso engineers - came together to solve a problem many people didn’t 

know existed: the automation of High Value Audiences (HVAs). To celebrate their victory and learn 

more about this game-changing idea, we sat down with them for an interview.

01	 What is The Audience Intelligence 
Engine and how did you know it was 

an	award-worthy	idea?
Before settling on our final idea – an idea that was born from our 
shared experience and the help of our mentor – we first asked 
ourselves: “How can we best drive positive business outcomes 
on behalf of our clients?” We then honed in on one fundamental 
premise: a deep understanding of your audiences is the key 

element to campaign effectiveness. From there, we identified a business need and we decided 
the most impactful way to enhance Kinesso’s business solutions would be to automate the 
creation of HVAs using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. When it came time to pitch 
our idea, we named it: The Audience Intelligence Engine (AIe) and began building our case for 
how it improves ROI on media spend and increases advertising efficiency.

While it may not sound all that exciting or flashy to those outside of our field, we knew it had 
the potential to be a real game changer because it bridges a gap in the audience-marketer 
connection – one that has always left ample room for improvements in speed and efficiency.
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It almost goes without saying that the modern use of data has revolutionized marketing – for 
the better. But, the process of creating, selecting, and activating audiences built upon that data 
is very manual and can lead to problems, especially when considering the sheer volume of 
data that marketers work with. On any given day a media planner or analyst has to sift through 
hundreds of millions of people and thousands of attributes to find the right target audience. 
This introduces human bias and error into the audience segmentation process. While we do 
use advanced modeling and clustering techniques as well as Machine Learning models in the 
creation of HVA’s, that ability is restricted to a few select teams.

Furthermore, while we are using thousands of demographic and psychographic attributes as 
inputs into our audience creation process, we are not maximizing our ability to understand 
brand affinity signals which are generated by consumers in real-time through social media. 
So, by taking all of that into consideration, we saw three missing pieces to the overall puzzle 
that is HVA automation: repeatable strategy & tactics, automation & rapid analysis, and brand & 
product-based HVAs. 

02 Can you tell us more about this “gap” or 
problem that The Audience Intelligence 

Engine	(AIe)	solves	for?

“This program has been a breath of fresh 

air. A chance to take a step back from our 

challenging, uncertain reality and focus on 

what we can do better within our business. 

I would encourage everybody to participate 

in the coming years because in the end, 

whether you win or not, it’s totally rewarding 

and worthwhile work.”

GAUTHAM HEGDE

SVP, Engineering, Kinesso
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DATA - Thanks to Acxiom and many other partners, we have access to some of the most 
robust demographic, psychographic and behavioral data. This data, supplemented with first-
party client data as needed, will form the foundation from which our ML models will derive 
insights.
 
MODELLING - We are already using both logistic and linear regression ML models in the 
creation of HVAs. Our goal is to democratize the use of ML by the end users. We also want 
to build new models that will continuously monitor the performance of audiences across 
campaigns and provide recommendations for the best performing audiences, which will inform 
future campaigns.
 
SOCIAL – There is an opportunity to expand social sentiment and analysis. We already have 
experience working on Twitter firehose data + IBM Watson for sentiment analysis and can 
easily leverage that work to further target our audiences using social listening and sentiment 
analysis to ensure the right brand and audience match.

03 How exactly are AI and ML integrated 
into	this	product?
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04 Can	you	summarize	the	top	benefits	for	
clients and teams using this product in 

the	future?

1. Increasing automation and efficiency 
in the HVA creation process

2. Creating brand and product specific 
targeted HVAs using social media 
feeds and sentiment analysis (Ex: 
Does this product resonate with a 
particular HVA?)

3. Support in determining the right time 
and channel to launch a product in 
the market (Ex: What is the current 
sentiment/appetite for a product?)

4. Increasing the overall ROI on every 
ad dollar spent

“Never stop daydreaming, thinking, and 

innovating. There are so many great ideas 

out there and opportunities to make them a 

reality. We can all make our business great 

and propel it forward.”

ANUP BADHE

Director, Engineering, Kinesso
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THE LINK BETWEEN INNOVATION 
& MENTORSHIP

Mentors played a key role in TheEngine+, offering their unique and valuable insights throughout 

the competition. We asked a few of them to share their perspectives on the program.

Karlene O’Hara, VP Product Management, Acxiom

TheEngine+ is a great mechanism for expressing and highlighting the impressive 
level of creativity throughout the organization. The ideas presented focus on 
the area of the business the contestants work in today, which demonstrate a 

thoughtfulness about their work. These ideas represent an expanded understanding of the current 
gaps in the marketplace and a willingness to challenge the status quo about how we do business, 
while focusing on how we can more effectively support clients. The most important benefit of 
TheEngine+ is how it encourages employees to be more willing to test their ideas, engendering an 
innovative mindset in the workplace. 
 
TheEngine+  brings forth innovative ideas that can produce new products and position the company 
for long-term success. Many of these projects can be incorporated into new product development 
processes to inform either new solutions or feature enhancements to existing offerings. It provides 
the framework to improve our product development approach and reduce time to market as the 
teams work to validate their ideas through proof-of-concept and financial analysis.
 
My biggest takeaway is an appreciation of the depth of talent within our organization. 
Mentoring is as much a growth experience for the mentor as it is for the mentee, and for me, 
this was an energizing experience. I felt more informed about a subject that was new for me 
while I was able to provide guidance on the project. I have found myself thinking about the 
application of the idea in my daily work.

Hear from the rest of our mentors

& read the full story on  

https://kinesso.com/innovation-mentorship/
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“What we’re starting to see more and 

more of in marketing, is empathy for the 

individual, for the consumer. Innovating 

with that in mind is what leads to the holistic 

success of our business. That said, if you’re 

going to be innovative, you have to be brave. 

So there always has to be a space for being 

brave and being provocative while keeping 

the individual at the heart of your work.”

JED MOLE

Chief Marketing Officer, Acxiom
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Humans are born thinkers, and like everything we do these skills can be enhanced 
through training, experience and environment. Da Vinci was born curious but also 
filled 7,000 notebook pages with questions, doodles, observations, sketches, and 
calculations. He nurtured creativity as a habit and cultivated this skill every day. 
Education revolves around learning technical skills or facts. Now, the next great 
revolution in education will focus on using the Internet and technology to improve 
people’s natural critical thinking and creativity.

Automated versus Creative Thinking: A Balancing Act

Technical skill is very important, but this is also where AI excels. Creativity is where humans 
excel and AI struggles. Learning creativity comes not just from understanding facts but from 
understanding how to apply those facts. The first step in the revolution of technology and 
education – the learning of factual knowledge and technical skills – has already occurred. 
Online educational sites like EdX, Coursera, Udemy and many others have shown that technical 
knowledge can be taught very well online. The combination of excellent content, great teachers 
and the prevalence of online content has democratized learning. At the turn of the 21st century, 
learning a new important field like deep learning would have been limited to those with access 
to elite research institutions. In 2020, there are thousands of seminars and tutorials on YouTube 
as well as more structured courses like deeplearning.ai.

In spite of the success of learning technical knowledge online, the learning of critical and 
research thinking is still limited to research institutions and universities. As AI continues to take 
over many technical tasks, from doing one’s taxes to driving cars, the need for learning that 
which AI cannot do, critical thinking, increases. 

PEOPLE-LED INNOVATION: THE 
NEXT REVOLUTION IN LEARNING AI
Nik Bear Brown, Assistant Teaching Professor, College of 

Engineering, Northeastern University

26
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This is the next great challenge for technology and education: to teach innovation, critical 
thinking and creativity.  Teaching scientific thinking involves doing research with a mentor. 
Teaching creative thinking involves making things and getting feedback from a mentor. 

The mentorship model has produced every PhD that has ever been granted. The current 
model of doing research with a mentor is not available to most people. The mentorship 
model of a traditional university PhD has dominated scientific training and has been shown 
to produce exceptional thinkers. However, the economics of the model has dissuaded many 
underrepresented groups from entering the process. From 2002 to 2017, of the roughly 50,000 
people who earned PhDs each year, only 5% were Black. This is particularly true in STEM fields. 
According to the National Science Foundation, there were more than a dozen fields—largely 
subfields within science, technology, engineering, and math—in which not a single doctoral 
degree was awarded to a Black person anywhere in the United States.

With the rise of AI, everyone, not just PhDs, or artists, or entrepreneurs will have to learn to 
think creatively and critically. Anybody with a highly technical, rule-based job should seek to 
enhance their natural born creativity. 

Democratizing Learning Through Connection

There is hope that critical and creative thinking can be taught online at a cost everyone can 
afford. According to the National Science Foundation, fewer than 20% of PhD graduates take 
academic jobs. Of those who enter academia, most are not research mentors. The number of 
potential mentors is vast. Matching sites such as job sites and dating sites have connected 
people for years. Why not connect the vast surplus of PhDs with those who wish to learn 
research thinking? Publishing research papers, articles and books online has never been 
easier. The data and computational infrastructure for citizen science can be done through the 
cloud. Similarly, there are millions of working artists and entrepreneurs.

The key is to build human connections through technology as the next step in democratizing 
learning. We have tried this mentorship model at Northeastern with a master’s student 
research group of over 500 students called the “AI Skunks” and have shown that non-PhD 
students can publish research in the best journals in the world.

Da Vinci cultivated creativity and learning as a daily habit and skill every day without the 
Internet. Today, facilitating mentorship opportunities and collaboration through technology is 
so much easier. It is also essential for anyone who wants to keep pace with the growth of AI. 
Lifelong learning is not possible if everyone needs to quit what they are doing and focus only 
on school. The are no serious online or part-time PhD programs in the U.S. An artist should be 
able to do an MFA online. Those who want to learn without the degree should be able to find 
mentorship. The technology to do this exists. It just needs to be built. 

And if you build it, they will come.
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“We know that technology is key to driving 

success, but at the same time, technology is ever-

changing.  In order for us to meet marketplace 

demands, we have to continue to innovate.”

DARLINE JEAN

Chief Operating Officer, Matterkind
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I’ve spent the last 25+ years working at this extraordinary point of 
convergence as a Professor, faculty member and mentor at some of 
the world’s most prestigious educational institutions, in addition to my 
simultaneous roles as a serial tech entrepreneur, innovation consultant, 
hackathon leader, startup mentor and board member. The changes that have 
occurred in the way in which innovation is taught, starting in 2007, has been 

profound. 2007 is an especially important year and inflection point for innovation based on two 
critical events. The launch of Apple’s iPhone democratized technology, while the sub-prime 
mortgage and banking financial crisis spiraled us into the “great recession.” 

This created long-term impacts on innovation as we know it.

An Infusion of Brainpower

For starters, many of the best and brightest, long drawn to the highly paid areas of investment 
banking and management consulting, started to shift their focus to high tech and innovation-
related positions at this key historical inflection point. As a result, it unleashed a massive 
infusion of brainpower into these professions that continues to exist to this day. 

Educational & Tech Accelerators 

In addition, as the great recession caused significant layoffs from large corporations, a wave of 
tech startup accelerators, inspired by pioneers Y-Combinator & Techstars, began to democratize 
how best practices of innovation were taught, just as an increasing number of recently graduated 
students and corporate “expats” decided to take control of their own professional destiny. 
Shortly following, both public and private universities across the U.S. began creating their own 
on-campus startup competitions, hackathons, accelerators, incubators and seed capital 
funds. UC Berkeley’s SkyDeck accelerator is a noteworthy case in point. It’s a joint venture 
between Berkeley’s top-ranked College of Engineering, their Haas School of Business and the 
Vice Chancellor for Research’s Office. SkyDeck is highly selective. For the lucky few teams that 
are admitted, they receive funding from a “Who’s Who” of Silicon Valley venture capital firms, 
including Sequoia Capital, Mayfield & Sierra Ventures, among others. 

THE CONVERGENCE OF INNOVATION, 
TECHNOLOGY & HIGHER EDUCATION
Mike Grandinetti, Program Development Fellow UC 

Berkeley Sutardja Center & Faculty, Engineering Leadership 

Professional Program & Faculty, Harvard University 

Management Division & Faculty, Brown University School of 

Professional Studies
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Technology, brings together the world’s most promising Blockchain startups. The program, 
delivered twice per year, delivers six months of extraordinary value through world-class 
programming and expert mentorship, despite the fact that it is “equity free”. 

Harvard started its Innovation Lab in 2011. It’s just one of several innovation accelerators on 
campus. It’s stated mission is “to bring together students from Harvard’s various schools to 
foster innovation across the university.”  Among its many offerings is a 12-week  “Venture 
Incubation Program” offered three times per year. Approximately 1,500 student teams have 

gone through this program thus far. The number of programs and resources 
that are now available to the Harvard community has exploded based on 
the success of the Innovation Lab. 

MIT hosts hackathons on its campus at least once per week, and far 
more often in peak season. The MIT Media Lab has hosted the world’s 
largest VR/AR hackathons, drawing 1,000+ participants from around the 
world. Pillpack, acquired by Amazon for nearly $1B USD, was born in MIT’s 
“Hacking Medicine” hackathon in 2013. 

Combining Research & Commercial Impact

In addition, many research universities began 
to institutionalize the commercialization of their 
engineering and scientific research through the 
formation of Tech Transfer Offices. This began the 
vitally important process of exposing principal 
investigators and researchers to the principles of 
innovation – not to be confused with invention – 

as the two have fundamentally different principles – and entrepreneurship. 
MIT led the way with its Deshpande Center, which for the first time brought 
together both scientific and commercially-focused students. These 
complementary teams are required to complete a course together in order 
to qualify for seed funding. Many teams then move into both on campus 
and off-campus accelerators to continue to mature their projects. 

The	Growing	Importance	of	Entrepreneurship	&	Diversification	of	
Graduate Programs

The study of entrepreneurship and innovation on university campuses has also shifted as more 
practitioners have taken over the role of classroom instructor, with a commensurate decrease 
in career academic tenure track PhDs, who lack any real-world innovation or entrepreneurship 
experience. As a result, innovation and entrepreneurship courses are far more hands-on, and 
many capstone projects from these courses lead to real company formation. There is such a 
high level of critical mass that the respected blog “Poets & Quants” now rates and ranks the Top 
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Stanford and Harvard, have raised hundreds of millions of dollars from top tier VCs even before 
the students have graduated.  

Finally, as the general MBA becomes increasingly commoditized except at the most prestigious 
institutions, new fields of study, including an explosion in Masters in Data Science and Business 
Analytics degree and certificate programs. The Berkeley Data-X course offers hands-on 
experience to its students. This course, whose mantra is “Demo or Die”, is also offered by the 
Sutardja Center of Entrepreneurship & Technology. It brings together project teams of five 
undergraduate and graduate students with global corporates and federal agencies to solve 
jointly defined problems through the development of working models and algorithms. 

I’ve had the privilege of being involved in each of the programs described above. As a result of 
these examples, which is literally the tip of the iceberg, thousands of startups have been born 
on university campuses. These range from Data Bricks , 4D Molecular Therapeutics, Corelight, 
GoGoVan and Next Insurance at Berkeley to Rent The Runway, Catalant and Tellus at Harvard to 
Segment ( just acquired by Twilio) at MIT to BREX, Snap and Robin Hood at Stanford to leading 
Direct to Consumer models Warby Parker, Harrys and Lola at Wharton. 

Suffice to say: Innovation around advanced 
technology is thriving on university 
campuses, and these initiatives will only 
help deliver a better, smarter future for 
business, technology and education itself. 

31
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LISTEN NOW
Kinesso’s monthly podcast where we cover hot topics in 

advertising, technology and data. Here on All Jargon Aside, our 

subject matter experts get to the heart of the issue by cutting 

through the jargon and presenting you with what matters. 

Episode 8 
INNOVATION 
FOR HUMANITY
Host Graham Wilkinson, 
EVP of Product Innovation at 
Kinesso, sits down with Clarice 
Chan, former White House 
Presidential Innovation Fellow.

32

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0IZk5G0eObQx6fYE264t56?si=81_iz6LTTHGqpKSzuKBvFQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1E1XmNCpCDCAp6uHVp9haB?si=CCPVz_z0RHmRheKckRvqSw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1E1XmNCpCDCAp6uHVp9haB?si=CCPVz_z0RHmRheKckRvqSw
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/all-jargon-aside/id1492384543
https://open.spotify.com/show/0inWIcYLmzg5veEMiFbBp6?si=bque_P7hS-SK_dnIkG5_Sw
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Identity is a critical foundation across multiple use cases for an enterprise 
including marketing, compliance, operations, analytics and more. In 
today’s ecosystem, identity isn’t simply “matching” identifiers such as 
cookies, mobile IDs or connected TV IDs. It’s a more holistic approach to 
bringing together a unified view of a real person and maintaining that view 
as information evolves over time. 

As identity continues to play a bigger role in the marketplace, industry leaders are looking 
for ways to continue to innovate. A number of factors have caused the need for innovation 
such as business challenges, the future discontinued use of third-party cookies, the growing 
importance of first-party data, the emergence of customer data platforms and the growing 
regulatory requirements throughout the world.

So, what can be done to help brands accurately identify and connect with people anytime, 
anywhere and overcome these challenges? Consider these key components:

First-party Identity Graphs – A private, first-party identity graph brings together digital and 
offline signals about customers to create and maintain a unified customer view and deliver 
consistent information to enable optimal customer experiences. A private identity graph is one 
of a brand’s greatest assets. Over time, its value will appreciate as it scales and is fine-tuned 
for accuracy. 

First-party Real-time Services– A first-party tag that enables digital identity signal collection 
and associated technology that allows brands to store large volumes of digital data and deliver 
data and identity with sub-second speed. This enables multiple use cases such as real-time 
identity resolution, website personalization, adtech retargeting, etc. 

Global Hygiene and Identity Resolution Services – IBM estimates poor data quality costs 
U.S. businesses around $3.1 trillion a year. Hygiene allows brands to standardize and enhance 
consumer contact data, including email addresses, phone numbers, names and postal 
addresses. Additional options include suppression, point-in-time referential linking, basic hard 
key matching and standard grouping.

Management and Consulting – Working with an outside company that offers services to 
provide ongoing oversight and optimization of enterprise identity ensures identity evolves 
with business needs. As CCPA and GDPR will certainly be followed by other state, country 

UNDERSTAND YOUR AUDIENCE 
THROUGH REAL IDENTITY
Kyle Holloway, VP, Head of Global Identity, Acxiom
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also need help to manage data governance and to optimize 
the accuracy and performance of DMPs and CDPs in delivering 
meaningful customer experiences. Companies like Acxiom 
can help organizations assess and design the optimal identity 
strategy based on unique requirements and resources while 
leveraging existing systems with offerings including compliance, 
assessment, optimization and integration.

Identity is how brands know their customers – anywhere at any 
time. This means brands will need to enable technology for their 
data management solutions across a wide variety of use cases 
including event-based marketing, real-time recognition and web 
personalization. 

This is happening every single day across the identity landscape. 
For example, an auto manufacturer was able to achieve a single 
customer view by adding a digital identity graph as a component 
of its enterprise identity solution.  This resulted in increased 
customer engagement for additional conversions and lowered 
churn rate by one percent – generating millions in savings and 
additional revenue. 

Another example is a telecommunications giant that struggled 
with data siloed across multiple channels and tech platforms. A 
private, first-party identity graph delivered a persistent, secure, 
single customer view. This yielded matching improvements, margin 
uplift and increased average revenue per user by two percent.
 
Soon, all screens will be connected to the Internet and thus 
“addressable” at the individual or household level. The world’s 
largest media brands (e.g. Warner, Disney, NBC, Viacom) are 
starting to develop their own private gardens (private publisher 
partnerships) as they already have adequate identity coverage 
domestically and/or globally. This concept allows them the benefit 
of recapturing advertising market share from the walled gardens. 
In the near future, many advertisers will be doing direct deals with 
these publishers. This means identity will continue to play a key 
role in making this happen for both advertisers and publishers.

Change is a certainty in the marketing and advertising 
ecosystems. Identity helps brands build meaningful customer 
relationships. This is the one constant that won’t change in 
generating business success.
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“My biggest takeaway is the great 

intellectual capital we have inside 

our company. We have nothing 

to fear in the future because with 

talent like this we’re going to be 

hugely successful.”

IAN JOHNSON

Chief Operating Officer, Kinesso
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Thank You


